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The Mac Bundle Box Software Bundle Ends Soon
Published on 08/14/09
Only a few days remain for the Mac Bundle Box software bundle. It will end on August 16th,
and this collection of amazing applications will never be bundled together again. This
lineup includes Freeway, Simon, Keynote Themes 8, DEVONthink, myNotes, iCash, DaisyDisk,
Web2Delight, Chronicle, xHub, Stomp and Exces.
Corby, UK - Only a few days remain for the Mac Bundle Box software bundle. It will end on
August 16th, and this collection of amazing applications will never be bundled together
again. Included applications in the current Mac Bundle Box promotion:
* Freeway ($79.99) - Easy to use website creation software
* Simon ($59.95) - Server and website monitoring at it's finest
* Keynote Themes 8 ($39.00) - Some of the best designed Keynote themes available
* DEVONthink ($49.95) - A powerful database and document manager
* myNotes ($24.95) - A fun and elegant note manager
* iCash ($60.00) - An easy way to control your personal finances
* DaisyDisk ($19.95) - Find what's taking up your disk space, and remove it
* Web2Delight ($19.95) - Easily find, and download videos from popular video sites
* Chronicle ($19.95) - Keeping track of your bills has never been so easy
* xHub ($24.95) - A popular alternative to Front Row, with a bucketload more features
* Stomp ($29.95) - The ultimate way to compress your videos
* Exces ($30.00) - Easily protect files and folders on your computer
By purchasing the Mac Bundle Box software bundle for just $49 (USD) you're not only
helping independent Mac software developers continue to give you the great product that
you love to use. You're also helping Charity: Water, with a percentage of each sale going
towards helping to provide water to the one billion people on earth that don't have access
to it.
Pricing and Availability:
The Mac Bundle Box bundle is priced at just $49 (USD), and is available now, but won't be
available for much longer.
Mac Bundle Box:
http://macbundlebox.com
Purchase Mac Bundle Box:
http://macbundlebox.com/buy/
Download Included Applications:
http://macbundlebox.com/download/

Mac Bundle Box was founded by Christian Owens in early 2008. Mac Bundle Box aims to
provide the best Mac applications on the market at the lowest possible prices. Christian
Owens has much experience in the web and application industries, working with popular
social networks and other web professionals such as Chris Pirillo.
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